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Anxiety and Development

Anxiety is characterised by a distinctive emotional, cognitive and behavioural symptomatology. The central emotional symptoms are fear and apprehension, often evoked by the occurrence or anticipation of specific types of situations; the primary cognitive symptoms are negative thoughts and worries concerning the uncertainties and potential threats associated with such situations; and the main behavioural symptom is avoidance or attempted avoidance of these situations (Grills, Seligman & Ollendick, 2014).

People differ in terms of the degree to which they are inclined to experience anxiety, which reflects a temperamental dimension known as trait anxiety. Trait anxiety is defined as a general and stable predisposition to experience worries and concerns across different contexts, and its presence increases current and transient feelings of state anxiety in the context of or expectation of threat (Gidron, 2013). Higher levels of trait anxiety are associated with intolerance of uncertainty, which reflects a preference for certainty and increased engagement in behaviours linked to the management and avoidance of situations that are unpredictable or ambiguous (Birrell, Meares, Wilkinson & Freeston, 2011; Chen & Lovibond, 2016). Individual differences in the disposition to experience anxiety are evident from early childhood, when elevated anxiety vulnerability typically manifests as behavioural inhibition (BI). Children with high levels of BI display negative reactions to novelty, heightened sensitivity to stimulus variations and withdrawal from social situations, which can result in peer rejection and reduced assertiveness (Fox & Pine, 2012). Early manifestations of heightened dispositional anxiety predict an increased tendency to experience problematic levels of anxiety in adolescence (Fox, Henderson, Marshall, Nichols & Ghera, 2005). In addition, longitudinal evidence supports multifactorial models in which anxious rearing and parental trait anxiety play a major role in the development
of elevated anxiety, and behavioural inhibition and attachment exert interactive effects on the emergence of anxious symptomatology (Muris, van Brakel, Amtz, & Schouten, 2011). Hence, it is important to understand the multiple factors that contribute to heightened anxiety across childhood and adolescence.

Although increased levels of dispositional anxiety can be distinguished from clinical anxiety disorders, the risk of developing an anxiety disorder is elevated in people who display this vulnerability, such as children who exhibit heightened BI (Perez-Edgar & Fox, 2005). Some of the anxiety disorders identified in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (American Psychiatric Association, 2014) involve fears associated with specific objects or situations (e.g., separation anxiety disorder, specific phobia, social anxiety disorder (SAD), selective mutism). In other cases, clinical anxiety is characterised by global and intrusive worrisome thoughts linked to actual or anticipated negative events (i.e., generalised anxiety disorder; GAD). The worry component of GAD has been related to heightened trait anxiety and intolerance of uncertainty. Understanding the factors that give rise to the occurrence of distinct anxiety disorders represents a major challenge for clinical investigators.

Around 4% of children and adolescents meet the diagnostic criteria for an anxiety disorder and lifetime prevalence is around 28% (reviews by Beesdo, Knapp & Pine, 2009; Kessler et al., 2005). For some anxiety disorders, onset is usually during childhood (i.e., selective mutism, separation anxiety disorder; reviews by Muris & Ollendick, 2015; Waite & Creswell, 2014), while others are more likely to be diagnosed early in adolescence (e.g., SAD) or emerging adulthood (e.g., GAD; Merikangas et al., 2010). Epidemiological studies have found that, early in development, there is significant co-morbidity across the anxiety disorders, as well as between anxiety disorders and externalising difficulties (Francz et al., 2013). Gender differences in the risk of developing an anxiety disorder are evident early in childhood and persist across the lifespan, with females being at most risk of meeting diagnostic criteria (Beesdo et al., 2009; Leach, Christensen, Mackinnon, Windsor & Butterworth, 2008) and of experiencing the greatest functional impact on quality of life (McLean, Asnaani, Litz & Hofmann, 2011).

Regardless of whether it represents the symptoms of an anxiety disorder, or whether it reflects heightened dispositional anxiety, excessive anxiety during childhood can have severely detrimental consequences. For example, anxiety symptoms can drive patterns of avoidance behaviours that may attenuate anxiety in the short term, but that reduce opportunities for young people to engage in typical daily activities. Thus, heightened anxiety is associated with lowered school attendance (Waite & Creswell, 2014; Richards & Hadwin, 2011), predicts increased school absenteeism over time (Wood et al., 2012), and leaving school early (Van Amerigan Mancini & Farvolden, 2003). Several studies have also revealed positive associations between heightened anxiety and educational underachievement (e.g., Lee & Bull, 2016; Owens, Stevenson, Norgate & Hadwin, 2008; Wang et al., 2014). In addition, elevated anxiety is associated with poor social functioning (e.g., Beesdo Pine, Lieb, & Wittchen 2010; Copeland, Angold, Shanahan & Costello, 2014), heightened sensitivity to peer rejection (Kujawa, Arfer, Klein & Proudfit, 2014), increased social reticence (i.e., low levels of assertion and reduced emotional expression), and disengagement from peer groups, thereby reducing opportunities to strengthen social skills, peer relationships and friendships (Erath, Flanagan, & Bierman, 2007; Grant, Beck, Farrow & Davilo, 2007).

While the tendency to experience anxiety can change to a limited degree across the developmental period, perhaps reflecting environmental influences, the symptoms typically follow a relatively steady pathway, implicating stable dispositions factors plausibly with a genetic basis (Trzaskowski, Zavos, Haworth, Plomin & Eley 2012). Consequently, the heightened experience of anxiety in childhood predicts later problems associated with the transition to adulthood, including delays in securing employment and the development of romantic relationships (Asendorpf, Dennison, & van Aiken, 2008) and difficulties leaving the family home in adulthood (Flakierska-Praquin, Lindström & Gillberg, 1997). Furthermore, the onset of an anxiety disorder in childhood increases the risk of further mental health difficulties, inflating the probability of developing other comorbid anxiety disorders or clinical depression (Roza, Hofstra, van der Ende &Verhulst, 2003). Thus high levels of dispositional anxiety and the presence of anxiety disorders in children and adolescents can severely comprise adaptive development, and can give rise to longer term problems that have significant personal, as well as broader societal and economic costs (review by Collins, Westra, Dozois & Burns, 2004). To minimise the risk of childhood anxiety problems, and to most effectively attenuate them should they arise, it is imperative that we identify their psychological basis.
Attention and Anxiety

Given its detrimental impact on development, a major challenge for researchers is to understand the mechanisms that operate to put children and young people at risk of experiencing problematic anxiety, and that can be targeted to enhance prevention and intervention. Multiple mechanisms of quite different types are likely to be implicated. Some will involve biological factors, possibly with a genetic basis. For example, certain conceptualisations of anxiety highlight the distinctive neural circuitry underpinning negative affect associated with anticipatory anxiety and depression (so called “misery states”; Etkin 2012, p. 355; see also Moser, Moran, Schroder, Donnellan & Yeung, 2013; Somerville, Whalen & Kelly, 2010) versus reactive fearful states, which may be associated with differing facets of genetic risk (Kendler, Prescott, Myers, & Neale 2003). Parenting factors may also play a role. For example, there is evidence that parenting styles that involve high levels of control, coupled with rejection, may increase the risk of childhood anxiety (Bögels & Brechman-Toussaint, 2006; Rapee, Schneier & Hudson, 2009). In addition, there is growing evidence that cognitive factors make a major contribution to the etiology and maintenance of anxiety in development (e.g., O’Toole, DeCicco, Berthod & Dennis, 2013).

Many theorists contend that certain styles of information processing are strongly implicated in a core vulnerability to anxiety, reflecting temperamental factors associated with an elevated predisposition to experience heightened levels of negative affect and arousal linked to increased perception of threat, coupled low levels of effortful control, and behavioural avoidance in the context of novel and unfamiliar situations (e.g., Rapee et al., 2009; Spence & Rapee, 2016; Rueda, Checa, & Rothbart, 2010; review by Pérez-Edgar, Taber-Thomas, Auday & Morales, 2014). These cognitive factors do not exert their developmental impact in isolation, but interact in a complex manner with other factors underpinning the emergence of anxious disposition, as is characteristic of emotional development more broadly (e.g., Denham, 1998; Izard, 2007; Lewis, 2014). Cognitive vulnerability is suggested to interact with familial risk (e.g., negative and aversive family or peer experiences, insecure attachment with caregivers; Affrunti & Woodruff-Borden, 2015; review by Waite, Whittington & Creswell, 2014), and exposure to specific threat experiences and challenging life events (e.g., Muris & Merkelbach, 2001; Oar, Farrell, & Ollendick, 2015; Rachman, 1998; Rapee, 2001). For example, while children inherit genes that increase vulnerability for anxiety (Hancock, Mitrou, Shipley, Lawrence & Zubrick, 2013; Micco et al., 2009), they are also more likely to experience an anxiogenic parenting style that can include parent over-control, parent modeling of anxiety and distress, and the sharing of negative information and avoidance of feared objects or events (Eley, 2015; review by Creswell Murray, Stacey & Cooper, 2011).

One particular facet of information processing that appears to be strongly implicated in anxious disposition and dysfunction is attention. It is possible to distinguish two quite separate lines of research that have examined the association between anxiety and attention, each of which has focused on a different dimension of variability in attentional processing. One line of investigation has formulated and tested hypotheses concerning how biased patterns of attentional selectivity, that operate to favour the processing of internal threats (e.g., worrisome thoughts) and environmental threat (e.g., signals of potential danger), may increase anxiety vulnerability (cf., Bar-Haim, Lamy, Pergamin, Bekmans-Kranenburg, & van IJzendoorn 2007; Richards, Benson, Donnelly & Hadwin, 2014). A second line of investigation has instead illuminated deficits in attentional control that are associated with elevated anxiety vulnerability, and that potentially may contribute to the types cognitive impairments commonly observed in highly anxious individuals (cf., Eysenck, Derakshan, Santos & Calvo, 2007; Eysenck & Derakshan, 2011). We will here briefly review work motivated by each research tradition, before considering how these traditions converge within an integrative framework. As we will illustrate, some of the most interesting recent research has bridged these two lines of investigation, to consider the possible inter-relationship between anxiety-linked attentional biases to threat and anxiety-linked deficits in attentional control in the determination of anxiety vulnerability and dysfunction.

Across the past three decades, many theoretical models and empirical research studies have been guided by the idea that anxiety vulnerability and dysfunction may partly reflect an automatic attentional bias towards threatening information (e.g., Williams, Watts, Macleod & Matthews, 1988; Waters, Mogg, Bradley & Pine, 2008). Some of this work has distinguished early patterns of automatic attentional selectivity from the patterns of selectivity that operate subsequently, perhaps influenced by strategic processes. This has led several investigators to propose that elevated anxiety vulnerability is characterised by rapid attentional vigilance towards threat information, followed by strategic attentional avoidance of such threat to facilitate regulation of anxious affect (Mogg & Bradley, 1988; see Brown et al., 2013; Stirling, Eley & Clark, 2006). The majority of studies have used a dot probe methodology to assess selective
attention in anxious populations (MacLeod, Mathews, & Tata, 1986), and variants of this task have been developed to generate cognitive indices of attentional capture and avoidance of threat stimuli (e.g., Salum et al., 2013). Eysenck (1992) has further suggested that heightened anxiety is associated with a broadening of attention that allows individuals to more readily detect potential environmental threat (e.g., Richards, Benson & Hadwin, 2012) or by “hyperscanning”, where breadth of attention is narrow but attention is deployed to rapidly scan the environment for threat (e.g., Horley, Williams, Gonsalvez, & Gordon, 2004). There has been recent interest in determining whether anxiety-linked attentional bias to threat reflects increased attentional capture by threatening information, or difficulty disengaging attention from threatening information (e.g., Fox, Russo, Bowles, & Dutton, 2010). In addition to displaying an attentional bias to threatening information, anxiety vulnerability and dysfunction also is characterised by an interpretive bias that favours the threatening resolutions of ambiguity (Beck, Emery & Greenberg, 1985; Crick & Didge, 1994; e.g., Richards, French, Nash, Hadwin & Donnelly, 2007). These patterns of selective information processing, including attentional bias to threat, have been observed in anxious children and adolescents (cf., Duddeney & Sharpe, 2015). While such processing biases are characteristic of elevated trait anxiety and diagnosed anxiety disorders, they are most evident in the context of heightened state anxiety or negative arousal (review by Bar-Haim et al., 2007).

Setting aside, for the moment, research motivated by the hypothesis that anxiety vulnerability and dysfunction is characterised by an attentional bias to threat, we turn now to consider the association between anxiety and the more general impairment of attention. It has long been recognised that anxiety can impair many facets of cognitive performance including, for example, visuo-spatial processing (Shackman, Maxwell, McMenamin, Greischar, & Davidson, 2011), working memory (Darke, 1988; Shackman et al., 2006) and reasoning (Jung, Wranke, Hamburger, & Knauff, 2013). Increasingly, evidence has accrued that elevated anxiety vulnerability is specifically characterized by a reduced ability to control attention, and the most comprehensive theoretical expression of this position has been provided by attentional control theory (ACT; Eysenck et al., 2007; Eysenck, 2010). ACT proposes that anxiety compromises the top down attentional processes, supported by the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and associated neural networks, which allow individuals to meet their task goals. The nature of the attentional mechanisms that are compromised by this anxiety-linked impairment includes those that deal with challenges to attentional focus (enabling sustained attention and ability to ignore salient distractors), those that enable the shifting of attention between stimuli and across contexts, and those that operate to permit retention and updating of information in working memory (WM).

Building on earlier theoretical frameworks (e.g., Mathews & Mackintosh, 1998), ACT further implicates a motivational component, by proposing that elevated anxiety vulnerability is associated with increased motivation to perform well. This increased motivation can enable highly anxious individuals to continue performing tasks effectively under certain circumstances, despite their impaired attentional control, although their performance efficiency will be reduced, in the sense that maintaining effective performance will require the investment of greater cognitive resources (Eysenck & Derakshan, 2011). This proposal has been influential in the development of a research agenda that aims to capture the cognitive and neuropsychological profile of the complex interplay between anxiety-related performance in attentional tasks, alongside individual efforts to utilise compensatory strategies to meet task goals via increased effort (e.g., Hadwin, Brogan, & Stevenson, 2005; Visu-Petra, Miclea, Cheie, & Benga, 2009). Related research has found that tasks that impose a greater cognitive load elicit more effortful processing in anxious individuals (review by Berggren & Derakshan, 2013).

Consistent with ACT, studies have shown that increased anxiety in childhood is negatively linked to self-reported levels of attentional control (Muris, de Jong & Engelen, 2004). In addition, difficulties with attentional control early in development (established experimentally or through observation) have been found to predict stable elevated and low-increasing levels of anxiety across childhood (Duschenne, Vitaro & Tremblay, 2010; Pérez et al., 2010). While ACT was developed to account for the pattern of task performance exhibited by individuals with elevated levels of trait anxiety, extensions of this theoretical framework have implicated impaired attentional control in the genesis of symptoms associated with clinical anxiety disorders, including worry in GAD (Hirsh & Mathews, 2012) and the emergence of specific phobia (Oar et al., 2015).

This body of research links to the temperamental dimension closely related to attentional control (sometimes the two being equated, see Meesters, Muris, & van Rooijen, 2006), namely effortful control; characterized as the ability to suppress a dominant response in order to perform a subdominant response, and that is involved in the regulation of
cognitive and emotional processes (Rothbart & Bates, 2006). Empirical studies have found lower levels of effortful control in groups with internalizing problems (e.g., Eisenberg et al., 2001; Muris, 2006; Verstraeten, Vasey, Raes, & Bijttebier, 2009), but the complex relationship between effortful control, attentional control, predisposition to developing internalizing problems and the presence of stressors remains under-investigated (Gulley, Hankin & Young, 2016).

Although, in principle, the anxiety-linked impairment of attentional control and the anxiety-linked attentional bias towards threat may be quite unrelated attentional phenomena there are both theoretical and empirical reasons for believing that these two attentional characteristics of elevated anxiety vulnerability could be functionally related to one another. One theoretical reason for anticipating such a relationship concerns the likely shared involvement of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) in both attentional phenomena. The PFC is intimately involved in attentional control, and is directly implicated by ACT as being the locus of anxiety-linked impairment of such control. The role of the PFC in the regulation of emotional experience is increasingly supported in neuropsychological research. The amygdala and its connections with the brainstem and regions of the PFC are considered to be important in the learning and experience of fear, and emotional processing more generally (LeDoux, 2003). Moreover, functional connectivity between the amygdala with regions of the PFC has been found to be important in the regulation of negative affect (e.g., Banks, Eddy, Angstadt, Nathan & Phan, 2007; reviews by Bishop, 2007; Graham & Milad, 2013). Developmental research has found enhanced sensitivity in the amygdala in children who experience elevated anxiety and in the context of threat or uncertainty (e.g., Williams et al., 2015). Other studies have found reduced functional connectivity between the amygdala with the PFC associated with elevated trait anxiety in adolescents (Hare et al., 2008; Monk et al., 2008; review by Lau & Pine, 2008) and in young children who meet the diagnostic criteria for an anxiety disorder (Carpenter et al., 2015).

Given that the PFC is implicated in regulation of negative affect, and that one of the ways in which such emotion regulation can be achieved is through the inhibition of attention to threatening information, it is possible to speculate that the anxiety-linked impairment of PFC functioning that gives rise to reduced attentional control may also underpin the reduced ability to inhibit attention to threat, that also characterises anxiety vulnerability and dysfunction. The idea that good attentional control may be required to inhibit attention to threat is consistent with the proposal put forward by Hirsh and colleagues (2012), who suggest that individuals who experience chronic worry may lack the attentional control necessary to inhibit their automatic tendency to focus attention on internal representations of their concerns. There is also empirical evidence that good attentional control can moderate the expression of anxiety-linked attentional bias to threat in adults (Derryberry & Reed, 2002). Likewise, in younger cohorts, it has been found higher levels of attentional control can not only mitigate the negative impact of anxiety on achievement in school (Owens et al., 2008; Owens, Stevenson, Norgate, & Hadwin, 2012), but also can reduce emotional reactivity (Gramzio & Woodruff-Boden, 2015) and, most importantly, can attenuate the attentional bias to threat that characterizes children and adolescents with a heightened disposition to experience anxiety (Lonigan & Vasey, 2009; Susa, Pitica, Benga, and Miclea, 2012).

**Translational Implications**

Cognitive behaviour therapy (CBT) aims to encourage individuals who experience anxiety dysfunction to change their negative patterns of thinking and related avoidant behaviour, and it is the treatment of choice for anxiety disorders in children and adolescents (Creswell, Waite & Cooper, 2014). A review of over 40 randomised control trials concluded that CBT was effective in reducing symptoms for around 60% of children and adolescents who experienced mild to moderate levels of anxiety (compared to 16% in wait-list control groups) and that combined treatment approaches (e.g., CBT with medication) may be more effective in reducing anxiety post intervention and over time (see Walkup et al., 2008; review by James, James, Cowdrey, Soler & Chole, 2015). James et al. also highlighted that additional research is needed to understand the relative impact of CBT across different anxiety disorders indicating that this approach may be less effective for children who experience social anxiety (Hudson et al., 2015). In addition, they suggest that future studies should aim to understand the longevity of positive outcomes in CBT, the relative impact of this intervention compared with other therapeutic approaches and the specific mechanisms that underpin positive change in CBT.
Research evaluating mechanisms of change has shown that cognitive re-appraisal, whether associated with CBT or elicited as an experimental manipulation, can positively impact attentional control and emotional regulation. Experimental studies have found that positive re-appraisal of negative stimuli fosters emotional regulation via increasing PFC and reducing amygdala activation (Oschner, Bunge, Gross & Gabrieli, 2002). Preliminary results indicate that adolescents diagnosed with GAD showed increased PFC activation and emotional regulation associated with lower amygdala activation following CBT (Maslowsky et al., 2010). In addition, attention biases for threat stimuli has been shown to be attenuated following a CBT intervention in children (Reinholdt-Dunne, Mogg, Vangkilde, Bradley & Esbjørn, 2015) and adolescents (Hadwin & Richards, 2016).

Thus there is growing evidence to support the proposition that CBT leads to improved attentional control and reduced attention biases for threat. When coupled with the evidence that implicates attentional bias to threat and impaired control in the development of problematic anxiety, these findings suggest that induced attentional change may represent a core therapeutic mechanism through which CBT serves to reduce anxiety. This proposition encourages the development and evaluation of complementary intervention approaches that directly target these attentional mechanisms, in prevention and intervention research. There is a growing evidence base supporting the potential therapeutic value of novel interventions designed to directly alter attentional functioning, for those at risk of anxiety and for children and adolescents diagnosed with an anxiety disorder. Some of these interventions have been configured to modify processing biases that favour negative emotional information (cf., MacLeod & Clarke, 2015; Lowther & Newman, 2014), for example by training children and young people to shift attention away from environmental threat (e.g., Bar-Haim, Morag, & Glickman, 2011), or to move attention towards positive stimuli (e.g., Eldar et al., 2012). Other interventions instead have been configured to enhance attentional control (e.g., Roughan & Hadwin, 2011; Hadwin & Richards, 2016; see also Owens, Koster & Derakshan, 2013; Sari, Koster, Pourtois & Derakshan, 2015 for similar work with adult populations). Researchers have demonstrated that interventions designed to directly alter attentional functioning can serve as a positive adjunct to more traditional CBT interventions for anxiety reduction in individuals who experience elevated anxious affect and who demonstrate associated attentional difficulties (Schechner et al., 2014), and may be useful for children and young people who do not show positive outcomes following conventional CBT (e.g., Bechor et al., 2014).

Introduction to Special Issue Papers

Recent theoretical progress and empirical research has lent general support to the premise that an attentional bias to threat may represent a core mechanism in the elevation of anxious disposition and dysfunction in children and adolescents, and has also indicated that impaired attentional control is associated with increased anxiety vulnerability across development. Moreover, there is evidence that these two facets of attention may be intimately related, such that anxiety-linked attentional bias to threat is more evident when attentional control is compromised, and can be significantly attenuated when attentional control operates more effectively. An emerging evidence base testified to the potential translational impact of this research, by showing that procedures designed to directly reduce selective processing biases that favor threat, and to increase attentional control, can be successful deployed either independently, or alongside more traditional CBT interventions, to reduce anxiety in developing populations.

Our goal in putting together this special issue was to build on this exciting foundation, by showcasing the work of leaders in the field that can extend empirical knowledge and theoretical understanding concerning the involvement of attentional bias and attentional control in anxiety experienced during the developmental period. It includes a series of innovative papers that broaden our understanding of the form and function of attentional control and biases for threat in childhood and adolescent anxiety and across the life-span. Collectively, the papers highlight some of the challenges associated with understanding cognitive processes in the context of risk and resilience in developing populations. In addition, they demonstrate the utility of using different methodologies (e.g., reaction time data, eye movement methodology) and adopting levels of analysis (e.g., neuropsychological, behavioural) in this area of research. Some papers draw attention to the development of research agendas that aim to capture cognitive features across different anxiety disorders and in the context of comorbidity with externalizing disorders or increased physiological arousal. Additional papers fit with an emerging body of translational research, and specifically with the design and measurement of effective interventions that can be readily accessed by children and young people. Importantly, the papers set out agenda for future research in this area of cognition and emotion that can serve to
advance our understanding of the role of attentional processes in the genesis and maintenance of anxiety vulnerability and dysfunction, and that can inform the development of prevention and intervention methods that deliver the benefit this enhanced understanding to children and young people diagnosed with an anxiety disorder, or who are dispositionally inclined to experience problematic levels of anxious affect.

The special issue includes two key papers that utilise a risk resilience framework to summarise and extend theoretical thinking on anxiety to further our understanding of cognitive processes (Parsons, Krujt & Fox) and associated neuropsychological underpinnings (Shackman et al.) in development. Parsons et al., outline a novel theoretical framework that considers those aspects of cognition (i.e., selective attention to threat, negative interpretation bias) that place children and young people at risk for anxiety, as well elements that might serve as protective factors. It proposes that core cognitive processes (active cognitions and information processing biases; indicated to operate outside of conscious control and in response to specific situations) are moderated via executive control and an overarching mapping system. The mapping system is suggested to operate at a metacognitive level, using current goals and representations from previous experience to guide the processing of information in specific situations and to monitor the effectiveness of responses via feedback loops. The authors argue that these systems should work flexibly to inhibit attentional and metacognitive processes in the context of a positive outcome and to activate these processes otherwise. The paper further considers whether individuals who display known resilient traits (e.g., high levels of self efficacy) are those who are most likely to be able to use attention flexibly to impact cognitive biases and emotional regulation difficulties in anxiety to meet current challenges and goals. The paper makes an important link to highlight the translational implications of this framework, drawing out its relevance to the modification of information processing via ABM, the promotion of positive cognitive processes through more traditional cognitive re-framing approaches that underpin CBT, as well emotional regulation via the modification of executive functions.

Shackman et al. provide a timely and comprehensive overview of the neuropsychological research associated with temperamental risk (“dispositional negativity”) and associated cognitive processing for anxiety and mood disorders. Similar to Parsons et al. and several of the empirical papers in this special issue, it aims to understand the impact of temperamental and cognitive vulnerability as risk factors for psychopathology in the context of negative and stressful life events. The paper highlights imaging research which shows that amygdala responses are associated with the prioritization of threat processing in anxious individuals. Its neuropsychological focus captures the role of the amygdala in understanding risk for the development of anxiety and mood disorders. For example, drawing on animal and adult research the paper describes the heightened and extended amygdala response and delayed habituation to situations characterized by threat as a trait-like characteristic that is most evident in individuals with dispositional negativity and in the context of challenging life events. The paper highlights that both negative traits and increased amygdala activation are associated with anxious affect, and that their roles in the etiology of anxiety is supported by reduced amygdala activation and lowered threat biases in response to psychological and pharmacological interventions. Considering avenues for further research, the paper argues for the utility of mapping neuropsychological indices to anxiety and mood disorders. It highlights the lack of research in children and adolescents required to understand the extent to which these indices linked to anxiety and attention play a causal role in the onset of disorder or respond to treatment. Furthermore, the paper highlights the need for future research to move away from behavioural measures of attention to capture risk at a neuropsychological level through consideration of functional brain networks in populations who are at most risk for the development of negative affect. The paper further recommends a shift in research agendas to establish links between cognitive and neuropsychological measures of attention with e.g., experience sampling or mobile technology to explore the relevance of this research to attention and emotion in daily life.

Several of the empirical papers focus on the attentional concomitants of elevated anxious disposition in non-clinical cohorts. Some of these report studies that have primarily examined the relationship between biased attentional processing of threat-related information, and individual differences associated directly or indirectly with anxiety vulnerability. For example, Vandeviere, van de Brande, Bosmans, Mueller and Braet used eye gaze measures to explore whether self-reported perception of attachment relationships in 9-15-year-olds was linked to caregivers’ attention to emotional (fear, happy, sad) and non-emotional facial expressions in offspring and unfamiliar young people. This study examined associations between individual differences in anxious, avoidant and secure attachment styles with mothers’ total viewing time of faces and viewing time as a function of attentional shifts (called “maintained
The work reported by Ng and Lee is unique in the current issue in that it tests a model of trait test anxiety related attentional control, or more general executive functioning, rather than variability in attentional selectivity. For example, children were processing emotional stimuli. The paper is important as the finding of improved performance in than motional faces, and children in the high trait anxiety group were disproportionately likely to misidentify happy in children who experience elevated trait anxiety.

Some of the papers examining the attentional concomitants of heightened anxiety vulnerability focus on variability in emotional face stimuli. Detailed analysis of errors indicated that all children were more likely to miss neutral faces identification in angry trials. In contrast children in the low trait anxiety group showed superior performance for both anxiety group made fewer errors on neutral trials (across all lags) and showed better performance for face temporal information associated with threatening (angry) and ambiguous (neutral faces) versus positive (happy) facial expressions. In this task, children were required to identify two schematic facial targets (interspersed with non-facial stimuli), and the presentation lag between the first and second target face was progressively increased (the paper included four lags from < 200 ms to > 700 ms).

The attentional blink effect results from the fact that when stimuli are presented in quick succession, and because of our finite attentional resources, the processing of the first target will impair the identification of the second target especially with shorter lags (< 500ms). This transient lapse of attention is termed an attentional blink (AB). The results confirmed the present of the AB effect, showing errors in the processing of the second target (misidentification or reporting that no second target was present) that decreased as the lag time between targets increased. There was no between group effect of trait anxiety on the AB and no effect of state anxiety overall. Children in the high trait anxiety group made fewer errors on neutral trials (across all lags) and showed better performance for face identification in angry trials. In contrast children in the low trait anxiety group showed superior performance for both emotional face stimuli. Detailed analysis of errors indicated that all children were more likely to miss neutral faces than motional faces, and children in the high trait anxiety group were disproportionately likely to misidentify happy stimuli as angry. A second experiment showed that anxiety effects on the attentional blink were evident only when children were processing emotional stimuli. The paper is important as the finding of improved performance in detecting angry faces fits with, and extends, the broader literature concerning spatially-based selective processing in children who experience elevated trait anxiety.

Some of the papers examining the attentional concomitants of heightened anxiety vulnerability focus on variability in attentional control, or more general executive functioning, rather than variability in attentional selectivity. For example, the work reported by Ng and Lee is unique in the current issue in that it tests a model of trait test anxiety related underachievement. This research considered the association between self-reported trait test anxiety and state anxiety, and performance on WM and mental arithmetic tasks in 11-year-old children. The study was designed to explore the moderating role of situational stress, which was experimentally manipulated. In the high situational stress condition the authors used a pseudo test scenario with false negative feedback, whereas the low stress condition was not presented as a test situation and no feedback was given. The paper extends previous work by including a self-reported measure of state anxiety and a physiological index of stress responses via cortisol measured at four time points (pre, post, 10 minute and 20 minute following low and high situational stress). Following the principles embodied in attentional control theory, Ng and Lee examined whether anxiety-linked differences in task performance emerged as discrepancies in performance effectiveness (expressed in terms of accuracy) or as discrepancies in
performance efficiency (expressed as a function of accuracy relative to time taken). The results of a path analysis showed that, across both experimental conditions, self-reported trait test anxiety was associated with lowered performance efficiency when completing mental arithmetic and WM tasks. The situational stress manipulation influenced children’s self-reported state anxiety as intended, though children’s physiological responses were not sensitive to this manipulation. However, the induced difference in self-reported state anxiety did not influence either the effectiveness or efficiency of executive functioning, as indexed by performance on the mental arithmetic and WM tasks. As the authors indicate, their findings lend support to attentional control theory. Given the demonstrated importance of trait test anxiety on such executive functioning tasks, the authors argue that children who experience anxiety around test situations could benefit from interventions designed to increase attentional control.

Hagenaars, Engelhard and Putman also examined the impact of a stress manipulation on a measure of attentional functioning. This study assessed attentional breadth (indexed by relative preference for local vs global processing) and the stress manipulation involved exposure to a traumatic film. This paper is the only adult study in the special issue, but the findings have potential implications for understanding the experience of anxiety and fear across development. It investigated local and global processing preferences and associations with the re-experience of horror and fear linked to the (experimentally induced) traumatic event. The authors point to previous research which suggests that a cognitive style that tends to focus on local (versus global) features is linked to the development of memory for traumatic events and an individual’s re-experiencing of them. The study focused on individuals’ memory for the traumatic film, measuring self-reported feelings of horror and control while watching the film, as well as before and afterwards. Individual difference measures considered symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD; re-experiencing, avoidance and arousal) and coping (via reappraisal to control intrusive thoughts linked to the film) one week after watching the film. Broader measures included self-reported individual differences symptoms of neuroticism and an experimental task to measure global/local processing style. The results showed that a tendency towards a local processing style was linked to lower reports of re-appraisal (to control unwanted thoughts and regulate emotion), increased PTSD symptoms associated with re-experiencing, as well as lowered control and increased horror during watching the film. Further analysis indicated that processing style predicted individual variation in re-experiencing over and above other measured factors (e.g., re-appraisal, horror, neuroticism). The findings are consistent with the proposition that individuals diagnosed with PTSD remember and re-experience traumatic events and that this association in part reflects difficulties with the inhibition of local information. The paper is significant in highlighting a specific cognitive style that may place individuals at risk for re-experiencing distress post trauma and that could be targeted in prevention and intervention methods.

The empirical studies described thus far, investigating the attentional characteristics of variability in dispositional anxiety within non-clinical cohorts, each have focussed primarily either on anxiety-linked patterns of selective attentional bias to emotional information, or on anxiety-linked variation in attentional control. However, some of the papers in this special issue report studies that shed light on the potential relationship between these two facets of attentional function, in non-clinical cohorts varying in dispositional anxiety. For example, Susa-Erdogan et al. developed a task that measured the association between trait anxiety and attentional control in children aged 8-12 years, but that also considered how these children’s performance on this attentional control task was affected by the presence of stimuli that differed in their emotional valence. The attentional control task assessed both inhibitory control and set-shifting. In the basic task, children were asked to follow colour cues to match one of two target letters, in the context of a distractor being compatible (same colour) or incompatible (different colour) with the target, but they were required do so in the presence of centrally presented angry or happy faces. Inhibitory control was a function of the difference between compatible and incompatible trials. Set shifting was added in a second experimental block by changing the colour of the cues between trials to generate a mixing cost measure (comparing performance on trials that required no set shifting between blocks) and a switching cost measure (comparing performance within the second block on trials that required a set shift versus those that did not). In support of task validity, the basic results indicated slower reaction times and increased errors for incompatible trials for no switch trials in the mixed versus the pure block and for trials that required shifting set. Additional analyses showed that elevated trait anxiety predicted higher compatibility scores (i.e., increased distractibility) in the context of happy faces. In addition, increased self-reported inhibitory control was linked to lower compatibility scores (less distractibility) for trials with angry faces. There was no interaction between anxiety and effortful control on task performance. The authors suggested that further
research should explore both positive and negative emotion processing in anxiety and could consider the possibility of interventions that foster the development of inhibitory control.

Grafton, Visu-Petra, Marcus, Liebregts and MacLeod also examined both attentional control and attentional bias to emotional stimuli within the same study. These researchers tested whether increased inhibitory control served to moderate biased attentional responding to threat in a sample of non-clinical 11-14-year-olds who reported elevated symptoms of social anxiety. Their work was motivated by the idea that monitoring the environment for signs of negative feedback will elevate feelings of social anxiety, but that the capacity to exercise inhibitory attentional control can regulate this negative affect. The study assessed attentional bias using a variant of a dot probe task, to generate a threat bias score reflecting increased attention to negative social information (angry versus happy faces). It assessed inhibitory control by measuring the ability of children and adolescents to follow directives to move attention away from or towards facial stimuli. The results supported the proposition that young people with increased inhibitory control were more able to avoid negative social information, indicating that this strategy potentially underpins effective emotion regulation in these individuals. On the basis of these results, the authors proposed that adolescents with elevated or clinical levels of social anxiety and poor inhibitory control could potentially benefit from cognitive training designed to increase inhibitory attentional control skills. In addition, they suggested that further research should aim to develop a better understanding of the specific nature of attentional control difficulties in anxiety to allow a more tailored approach in the use of intervention techniques.

Pavlou, Benson and Hadwin used eye movement methodology to also consider the moderating role of attentional control on selective attention to and disengagement from angry (versus happy) faces, in non-clinical children who varied in anxious disposition. This study revealed that neuroticism symptoms (a personality trait linked to both trait anxiety and clinical anxiety dysfunction) were positively associated with difficulties disengaging attention from threat (reflected in increased saccade latencies to move eyes from a centrally presented angry face to look at and identify a target). Similar to the results of Grafton et al., Pavlou et al. also found that the link between increased neuroticism symptoms and reduced attentional disengagement from threat was only evident for those children who reported low levels of attentional control. Furthermore, the results showed that psychoticism personality traits (typically linked with externalising disorders) were positively associated with distractibility, as demonstrated in increased eye movements (i.e., directional errors) to any emotion face. Preliminary data indicated that directional errors to angry faces mediated psychoticism traits and children’s reports of companionship (one index of friendship quality); supporting previous research that has highlighted the negative impact of cognitive biases for threat in the development of friendships.

Those empirical studies reported in this special issue that were carried out to assess the attentional concomitants of variation in dispositional anxiety have extended knowledge and understanding concerning not only the nature of the attentional biases and attentional control impairment associated with anxious disposition, but also concerning the relationship between these two facets of anxiety-linked attentional functioning. When we turn to consider the studies that, in contrast, assessed the attentional correlates of anxiety pathology, we once again see this convergence. Some of these clinical studies have focussed principally on biased attentional responding to emotional information. For example, Nozadi and colleagues investigated whether the assessment of attentional bias to threat in young children could enhance prediction concerning whether these children subsequently develop a clinical anxiety disorder, with or without comorbid psychopathology. These researchers employed a dot probe procedure to assess attentional bias in 5 year old children, whose level of behavioural inhibition (BI) had previously been assessed when they were 2-3 years of age. The results showed that young children who displayed inhibited behaviours at 2-3 years of age and a selective attention bias (using a dot probe task) to threat aged 5 years were at increased risk of developing an anxiety disorder at 10 years. The paper also found that at 10 years of age the symptom profile of children was made up of three main psychopathology groups (anxiety, attention difficulties/ comorbid anxiety and a typical group). While the interaction between BI and cognitive bias characterised the anxiety group, bias was not associated with comorbid anxiety/ inattention group. Moreover, the comorbid group was more likely to make more errors in the experimental task. The authors proposed that poor performance could have led to lowered sensitivity for the detection of a threat bias in this group. Alternatively, they raised the possibility that anxiety in children with elevated symptoms of inattention may develop via pathways not associated with this characteristic cognitive profile. This paper represents a critical step in understanding inconsistent patterns of continuity from BI to anxiety in development that highlights the role of attentional biases in explaining developmental differences in populations at risk.
Also focussing primarily on the patterns of attentional bias associated with clinical anxiety, the paper by Shortt et al. continues a thematic interest in comorbidity. Participants were 16-year-old adolescents who met clinical criteria for either an anxiety disorder or conduct disorder (CD), or both, and also included was a control group without either disorder. The authors used a dot probe task to assess attention towards and difficulties disengaging attention from angry, fearful and happy faces. These faces were presented either for 500 ms to permit conscious awareness of stimulus content, or for 17ms (followed by a mask) to reduce conscious awareness of such content. With respect to basic task performance, the anxiety group showed decreased reaction times in the context of happy (versus angry faces) in the masked condition. Across both experimental conditions, adolescents diagnosed with CD took significantly longer to respond to all stimuli compared with the comorbid and typically developing groups. The authors noted that the co-occurrence of anxiety and CD was associated with a performance profile similar to that observed in the control group. Participants in the anxiety group demonstrated attentional avoidance of all emotional faces, and difficulties with attentional disengagement were exhibited by participants in the anxiety and CD groups in masked condition alone. The comorbid group again showed a performance profile that was most similar to the control group. These findings indicate similar attentional profiles linked to difficulties disengaging attention from masked emotional stimuli in adolescents diagnosed with anxiety or with CD. They suggest that further research is needed to understand the processing of emotional stimuli outside of conscious awareness and between different clinical groups.

While both these clinical studies focussed on anxiety-linked attentional bias, the final empirical paper investing attentional functioning in clinically anxious children also considered attentional control. Specifically, Pergamin-Hight et al. investigated attentional capture and disengagement from angry faces using a variant of a dot probe task, and also took a measure of interpretation bias, in 6-18-year-olds who met the diagnostic criteria for SAD and in a sample of matched non-clinical controls. In addition, these investigators took a parental report measure of children's attentional control capability. The results showed that, compared to the non-anxious control participants, children with SAD demonstrated greater difficulty disengaging attention from the threat-related stimuli, more evidence of an interpretation bias favouring threat, and reduced attentional control capability. Interestingly, in contrast to the findings obtained by Grafton et al and Pavlou et al., when assessing the attentional characteristics of dispositional anxiety in non-clinical children, it was not the case that variation in attentional control moderated the strength of the association between attentional bias (or interpretive bias) and SAD. Rather each of the three cognitive indices made a significant and independent contribution to the differentiation of children with and without SAD, and the attentional control measure accounted for the greatest amount of variance. This paper is therefore significant in showing independent effects of information processing biases and attentional control in the differentiating children and adolescents with and without SAD. Given the independence of their contributions, the authors suggest that the inclusion of intervention components that separately target the reduction of information processing biased that favour threat, and the enhancement of attentional control, may prove particularly effective in the treatment of SAD.

The final two papers in this issue directly evaluated intervention approaches based on the direct modification of anxiety-linked patterns of processing selectivity. The first of these studies assessed whether an intervention designed to reduce patterns of negative interpretation and attentional bias to threat could contribute to prevention of anxiety problems in young people temperamentally at risk for anxiety (White et al.). The second intervention study assessed whether a remotely delivered attentional bias modification procedure, configured to increase attention towards emotionally positive information, could yield therapeutic benefits for clinically anxious children living in rural and remote regions (Waters et al.).

The prevention study carried out by White et al. employed a cognitive training procedure intended to directly reduce the negative interpretation biases known to be associated with anxiety vulnerability. The investigators assessed the impact of this training not only on attentional bias to threat, but on children’s feelings of stress during a subsequent two minute presentation challenge, and on other measures of anxiety and mood. Participants were children aged 9 to 12 years of age who, according to parental report measures, exhibited elevated levels of behavioural inhibition. Half of this group of children were exposed to the brief procedure comprising 50 trials designed to induce benign interpretations of ambiguous situations, and the other half received a placebo control procedure. This interpretive training task presented participants with scenarios describing, in first person format, emotionally ambiguous situations associated with starting a new school. Alternative candidate outcomes were provided, one consistent with a negative and one with a benign interpretation of the ambiguity, and participants had to identify what they considered to be the
more likely outcome. In the training condition alone, on 90% of trials feedback indicated that the participant was incorrect unless they chose the outcome consistent with the benign interpretation of ambiguity. Pre- and post-training interpretation bias was measured using an assessment variant of this task, and attentional bias to threat was assessed using a dot probe task. These two measures of cognitive bias were significantly correlated, but only the interpretive bias measure was affected by the training procedure, with assessment suggesting post-intervention an increase in benign interpretations in those who received the training, compared with the placebo group. (i.e., highlighting some positive impact on tasks similar to those that were trained). However, the training manipulation did not influence the mood measures, and the authors encourage further research to explore the limitations that may restrict the generalisation of induced change in interpretative bias to other facets of biased information processing, and to emotional experience.

Waters and colleagues assessed the effectiveness of a 12 session computer visual search task (versus wait-list control group) designed to train increased attention to positive stimuli in children aged 6 – 12 years who were diagnosed with an anxiety disorder. These children lived a remote rural location, and accessed the training procedure on the internet. Training was delivered across three weeks and in each session children completed 224 trials that involved searching for up to 3 “calm” or “good” images in arrays of 9 or 12 images, within which the remaining pictures were affectively negative. The intervention made use of jingles to maintain motivation and engagement. Families were contacted via telephone each week to reinforce the training schedule and to ensure treatment fidelity, and treatment acceptability was monitored at each session using self-report measures. Impact measures were blinded and included child, parent and clinician reported anxiety symptoms, internalising symptoms, as well as an index of global functioning. The study showed differences between the intervention and control groups post-intervention, with effects broadly maintained at a six month follow-up. The intervention group met criteria for fewer diagnoses, showed less clinical severity and higher levels of global functioning. Within the intervention group, there was a reduction in parent (but not child) reported internalising symptoms from pre- to post-intervention. Children who reported increased use of verbalisation during training showed greater reduction in clinical severity and fewer diagnoses post intervention, suggesting that explicit goal-based strategies were effective in promoting a more positive outcome. The authors note that, although drop out was systematic in that children in single parent families were most likely to withdraw, overall attrition was low. This paper indicates that clinically anxious children in regions with limited access to conventional mental health services can benefit from a remotely delivered intervention targeting the direct reduction of attentional bias to threat, and it provides information concerning aspects of delivery and engagement that can enhance outcomes.

Closing Comments

The theoretical and empirical papers in this special issue build on a growing evidence base that highlights the central role of attention biases to threat and attentional control in children and adolescents who are dispositionally at risk for anxiety and those who are diagnosed with an anxiety disorder. In addition, it supports the proposition that selective processing biases favouring threat information and impaired attention control represent promising therapeutic targets in interventions designed to prevent or alleviate anxiety dysfunction. The collection of papers showcases some of the best current research in this rapidly developing field. The papers move forward our understanding of the attentional underpinnings of anxiety vulnerability and dysfunction in children and young people, and our ability to creatively exploit our growing understanding in ways that better protect against and assist in the remediation of anxious affect in development. We are confident that readers of the special issue will find themselves well-informed about what already has been achieved in this field, and will be inspired to direct their own future research efforts towards addressing the important issues raised by this current work. We are delighted to have had the opportunity to bring these papers together, and we are grateful to the authors for contributing their work to this special issue.
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